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Abstract: A study of the cloud computing provides with an 

over view that could be considered good approach over the 

past or the traditional networking systems. We aim at 

studying the concept of cloud computing which is the new 

advancement in this era, how it is originated from the grid 

computing. It provides a lot of services like virtualization and 

many benefits like high reliability, cost, scalability etc. 

Scalability is the key feature or the service provided by cloud 

computing. It is the way to scale your cloud system. There 

are many types of scalabilities like load scalability, space 

scalability, space-time scalability, structural scalability are 

some of them and various methods to achieve these 

scalabilities like auto scaling, scale the database scalability 

by load balancing are some of them. Scaling is not just to 

scale the system whenever or how much u required but 

various factors lies behind scaling the system. A system 

should scale the in such a way that it also fulfill the needs of 

the users and also may not affect the performance and cost 

of our system. Thus making it essential to achieve the 

scalability in the best possible way, it becomes an important 

factor to work upon. Moreover, impact of scalability on the 

performance of scalability and methods will be designed to 

improve the cloud-based scalability. We have five existing 

methods to achieve this cloud-based scalability. We hybrid 

two of them i.e. thresholding method and learning queuing 

theory to produce the best result and for proper resource 

utilization during dynamic scaling and cost optimization. 

Scalability is the key service provide by the cloud computing 

environment. It is the way to scale our system according to 

our requirements here we study the importance of scalability 

in cloud environment, its effects on the performance of cloud 

based applications. We will study the various types of 

scalabilities and existing methods of achieving these 

scalabilities and try to find out the way to improve them. 

 To study and analyze the importance of scalability 

for various services in cloud environment. 

 To study the impact of scalability on the 

performance of cloud-based applications.  

 Designing ways to improve scalability for cloud-

based applications. 

 Quantitative Evaluation of the scalability 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The concept of computing comes from the grid computing, 

public computing and SaaS. It is the new methods that share 

the basic framework in the cloud computing environment the  

 

data is stored and maintained on the web based environment 

rather than physically stored in the home of the user. Cloud 

Computing is the new kind of computing model is coming. It 

is an extend of changing with needs, that is to say the 

manufacturers provide relevant hardware software and 

services according to needs that user put forward. It provides 

secure, quick, convenient data storage and net computing 

services cantered by internet. Dynamic expandability is refers 

to virtualization, so it describes highly scalable computing 

resources provided as an external service via the internet on a 

pay-as-you-go basis. The cloud is simply a metaphor for the 

internet, based on the symbol used to represent the worldwide 

network in computer network diagrams. Scalability can be 

horizontal or vertical depending upon the situation we can 

choose any one. Certain algorithms are there to decide which 

type of scalability is required. Besides all these this automatic 

scalability or you can say dynamic scaling have some 

problems yet to be solved. As we have already mentioned that 

we can add or remove any number of machines from the data 

center. This feature is commonly known as auto-scaling or 

Dynamic Scaling. There are certain techniques to achieve this 

feature in a best possible way, even then there are certain 

problems like cost factor and wastage of resources. Keeping 

these factors in view we try to find some more close ideas for 

the optimization of these two factors. There are five existing 

techniques to achieve dynamic scaling like Static threshold-

based policies, Reinforcement Learning, Queuing theory, 

Control theory, Time-series analysis. In the Dynamic 

Scalability it is possible to add resources like CPU/RAM to 

any vm and all these can be possible with the help of vmware 

or xenserver. We can add or remove vm or vm resources from 

the cluster but if the requirement increases above the virtual 

machines in the cluster then we have refuse or say no to the 

requesting end, so we can add or remove vm or resources to 

or from the specified cluster. In the earlier thresholding 

technique when the load increases it directly scale up the 

system in which what happen some of the applications logout 

or leave the server without doing any job so in this way there 

is the wastage of resources so to overcome this problem we 

hybrid the two algorithms i.e some concepts of queuing theory 

and the thresholding techniques together, in which already 

running applications are supposed to wait for a very short time 

and the free machines and resources are allocated to the some 

new requesting applications and then only the resources or 

virtual machines are added in the server pool from the cluster 

of virtual machine only for the long running applications. This 

all can be resources cost can be managed properly. 
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II. IMPLEMENTATION OF EXISTING TECHNIQUE 

Dynamic Scaling aims to scale the cloud infrastructure 

automatically when it is required. There are five main 

techniques in “Auto-scaling Techniques for Elastic 

Applications in Cloud Environments” by Tania Lorido-

Botran, Jose Miguel-Alonso, Jose A Lozano or methods to 

achieve this goal but here two techniques one is Static 

Threshold Based Rule and another one is Queuing Theory are 

considered.  

STATIC THRESHOLD BASED RULES 

if x >thrUp for vUseconds then 

n = n + s and  

do nothing for inUp seconds   (1) 

f x <thrDown for v Down seconds then 

n = n - s and 

do nothing for in Down seconds                                   (2) 

In this algorithm they have set the threshold value on the basis 

of which the required action scale in and scale out will be 

performed. In this algorithm n is the total number of virtual 

machines in the resource pool s is the amount of virtual 

machines to be allocated or deallocated, whereas thrUp is the 

slighter up value of exact threshold, thrDown is the lower 

threshold value. This value is being checked for some seconds 

up in down seconds. In this algorithm when the threshold value 

crossed it directly adds the machine and vice versa. Sometime 

some of the applications stops without performing any task or 

without using newly added machine at that there is wastage of 

a machine and cost increases. To overcome this problem 

concept of queuing theory and threshold value is hybridised. 

 

QUEUING THEORY 

Classical queuing theory has been extensively used to model 

Internet applications and traditional servers, in order to 

estimate performance metrics such as the queue length or the 

average waiting time for requests. The main thing included in 

Queuing Theory is following:  

 

A. System capacity or queue length: It refers to the maximum 

number of customers allowed in the system including those in 

service. When the number of application is maximum, further 

arrivals are turned away. If this number is omitted, the capacity 

is assumed to be unlimited, or infinite. 

 

B. Calling population: The size of the population from which 

the customers come. If this number is omitted, the population 

is assumed to be unlimited, or infinite. When the requests 

come from an infinite population of customers, we have an 

open queuing model, whereas a closed queuing model is based 

on a finite population of customers. 

 

C. Service discipline or priority order: The service discipline 

or priority orders that jobs in the queue are served. The most 

typical one is FIFO/FCFS (First in First Out/First Come First 

Served), in which the requests are served in the order they 

arrived in. There are alternatives such as LIFO/LCFS (Last in 

First Out/Last Come First Served) and PS (Processor Sharing). 

Useful performance metrics can be estimated, including the 

arrival rate $, the inter-arrival time, the average number of 

requests in the queue or in the whole system, the average time 

waiting in the queue, and the service time. There are two main 

approaches to obtain those metrics: analytic methods (usually 

valid for simple models), and simulation (that can be applied 

to more complex scenarios). Analytic methods are only 

available for relatively simple queuing models, with well- 

defined distributions for arrival and service process (e.g. 

standard statistical distributions such as Poisson or Normal). 

A typical formula in this context is the Little's Law. It states 

that the average number of customers (or requests) E[N] in the 

system is equal to the average customer arrival rate _ 

multiplied by the average duration of each customer E[T]. The 

formula is as follows: E[N] = $* E[T]. A similar definition for 

the Little's Law says that the average queue length can be 

calculated as the product of the mean arrival rate and the 

average waiting time in queue. 

 

 

Queue can be serving to the single server or it can be to the 

multiple server as there are many servers in one data center. 

In the literature, both simple queuing models and queuing 

networks have been used to model applications. For example, 

general Internet applications have been usually formulated 

using simple queuing models, and even a cloud infrastructure 

can be modeled as a G/G/N queue, in which the number of 

servers N is variable. The model is used to estimate different 

parameters, for example, the necessary resources required for 

a given input workload $, or the mean response time for 

requests. In this way Queuing Theory works in the cloud 

scenario we will extract some of the concepts from this 

Queuing model for our proposed algorithm. 

 

III. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY 

The main goal of the dynamic scaling is to scale up or scale 
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down the cloud infrastructure according to the requirement of 

the application or when the number of applications increased 

or decreased.  

 
Fig: 1. Represents the schematic view of the proposed 

methodology. 

 

A. Queuing and Prioritizing the Application 

Dynamic scaling functioning starts when we have applications 

which will enter to the environment for their tasks to be 

performed. When applications came to the infrastructure or the 

executing environment are stored in the queue (array list) 

along with their arrival time. Priority to the applications will 

be assigned on the basis of their arrival time i.e they are served 

on the FCFS basis  

Checking Application Status: Some of the applications occupy 

virtual machines which are initially in the server pool. Some 

of them waiting for their turn. It is checked which applications 

are running and which are not. They can be named as new and 

old applications which can be determined from their CPU 

utilization time. 

Set Threshold Value: Threshold value is the constraint 

according to which we it decide that system should scale in or 

scale out. Any performance matrix like CPU utilization can be 

considered on which threshold is set. 

Virtual Machine Management: CPU utilization is the 

performance matrix which is taken as the threshold value. If 

CPU utilization increases from the threshold value then 

following steps are performed: 

 Store the name of the running processes named them 

old processes in the queue and the new processes 

arriving in the queue. 

 When threshold value increases then let the old 

processes to wait in the queue for “t” secs and the free 

machines will be allocated to the new processes. 

 Some of the processes may complete their task in “t” 

secs and some may destroyed or leave the pool due to 

some reason and some will continue. 

 The processes that continue, the virtual machines are 

added only for those processes. 

 After adding machines the old processes in the 

waiting queue will came back to the pool                       

automatically after “t” secs. 

 If this condition fails means threshold value 

decreases then the required number of machines are 

removed from the pool. 

 This process will be recursive.  

 

B. Steps of Proposed Algorithm 

In this algorithm shown above there are four different queues 

Cqu which will store the all the coming applications along 

with their  information like application id, arrival time, C1qu 

that store the applications that we let to wait for some seconds, 

namequ is the queue that store the old applications, name1qu 

that store the new applications. Thr is the threshold which can 

be set over any performance matrix z (ex. Z can be CPU load). 

V is the total number of machines in the server pool now and 

v is number of machines before any action i.e scale in or scale 

out and s is the number of machines requires be allocating or 

reallocating. 

 

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

The major factors which affect the quality of the cloud 

infrastructure during dynamic scaling the system as the 

requirement of the cloud based applications increases or 

decreases during executing environment. 

No Resource Wastage: This reflects that when to scale in or 

scale out the system there should be no wastage of resources 

i.e no resource should remain free, free resources must be send 

out of the pool. 

Cost: more the resources remain idle and more will be the 

cost. So the Dynamic process affects the cost of the 

infrastructure as well. 

User Satisfaction: If the request of the user is fulfilled in the 

right way and on time directly saying it affects the response 

based on any application. Based on these factors we will 

evaluate our case studies: 

 

A. How the Applications Run and Reaches to the Threshold 

Value:   

 

1. create Cqu( contain all coming applications) 

2. Create namequ (store old applications) have 

CPUt >0 

3. Create name1qu (store new processes) have 

CPUt<0 

4. Create C1qu(contain move to waiting state) 

  If  thr > z  

   then swap c1qu=name for t secs(5 sec) 

vms empty(now) 

 now if CPUt of name1qu>t1  sec(4.50sec) 

   then V=v+s 

 (1) 

                       swap name= C1qu 

   else V=v-s 

             (2) 
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evaluation of the result of Applications run on the sever and 

after the load of five Application the CPU load increases to 

75%  which we set as a threshold value to decide to scale in or 

scale out our system. The graph that when it met to the 

thresholds value it is unable to enter the application in the 

server pool or we can say cannot assign resources or virtual 

machine to the Application. So we need to scale our system.  

 

 

 
Fig. 1: Impact of Application arrival on Threshold 

 

B. Evaluation of Arrival of New Long Run Applications in 

Place of old Applications:  

The following graph evaluates the Applications running only 

for very short time on the server just only to decide which 

applications are long term applications. App 9 and App 13 and 

App 14 are not exceeding that time limit so we discard these 

Applications and will not add resources for these applications 

so the machines will not be added for these applications. 

 

 

 
Fig. 2: Status of Applications 

 

 

C. Evaluation of Total Applications Running on the Server 

Pool after Scale in:  

These are the applications that are running now after scale in 

process in the server pool and the above processes will be 

repeated for these applications on the server pool again when 

needed. 

 

 
Fig. 3: Status of Applications after Scale in Process 

 

D. Evaluation of Scale down Process:  

There may be the case when there are only few applications 

running or some application leave the pool or the few 

applications running on the pool and the threshold value 

decreases needs to remove the virtual machine from the server 

pool. 

 

 
Fig. 4: Status of Applications after Down Scaling 

 

In this way hybridising the queuing theory and static threshold 

algorithm as depicted in the above graphs when threshold 

value increases and it need to scale the system so instead of 

scaling the system directly as in static threshold algorithm, the 

old running applications are put into a waiting queue for 

“t”secs and the those empty machines are allocated 

automatically to the new processes. The main reason of doing 

so is to determine the applications which cross this time limit 

machines are added only for these applications in his way 

there is a proper utilization of the resources, no machine 

wastages and cost can be optimized. 

 

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

We have analyzed and tried to improve the scalability in cloud 

based applications. Virtual machines can be added or removed 
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from the server pool according to the requirement of the 

applications based upon the threshold value. If the threshold 

value increase then the machines are added only for the long 

running applications for the proper utilization of resources 

means machines are added only for the long running 

Applications as some applications discard without doing any 

task and in this way if there is proper utilization of resources 

no machine remain is added useless cost is decreased hence it 

affects the optimization and user satisfaction. In future the 

value of threshold can be varied to study its impact on the 

dynamic scaling of cloud based applications. Moreover 

different attributes or feature of applications can be considered 

which may affect the degree of scalability 
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